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A4STRACT ,

A study(investigated children's recall and
reprepentation for multiple episode stories differing in terms of
goal structure. Subjects were 36 third and fifth grade students
reading below grade level, and 48'students from the same grades who
were identified as average readers; The "students read or listenad to
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Comprehension was assessedithrough recall and "why" quelldons.
Results showed that averagEP fifth grade readers had greater recall
than did thle third grade and less skilled.readers..Te older, more
skilled rea ders' repres'entations tended to resemble the hypothesized
goal-structures, while the younger and less skilled readers'
representations fot both goal structures Cositained embedded goals.
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Individual Differences in Comprehension of Multiple Episode Stories :

4 'v.

Narrative text has recently-been described in terms of how people com-

pr,ehend and represent goals. Hierarchically-related goal-subgoal structures

have been posited to *erne narrative events (cf.-Lichtenstein'& Brewer,,

1980; Graesser,1978'; Rumelhart, 1977) and there has beein moderate support

for the hypothesis that people use a goal sdhenta to comprehend and repre-

sent narrative information. For example, LichtenStein and Brewer (1980-Y
. ,

have shown thatactions related to goal accomplishment ire better recalled

thank non goal-related actions. In addition, Graesser (Ghesser, 1978i
, . /

.

Graesser, Robertson, Lovelace, & Swinehart, 1980; Graesser, Lertson, 6
...

,

Anderson, 1981) has shown that'recall of actiohs.in narratives is greater

the further up they are in the goal-subgdal hierarchy.

,

The present study,address s similar- issues of how people, comprehend

and recall goals and goal ated actions. We examined children's recall

and representation of oriel differing in terms of their goal itructure.

We Constructed two type's of story structures, each'Containing three dpisodes

that are well-formed in tePrns,of a Stein arid Glenn'(1979) story grammar,

In the Embedded structure, the goals of the three episodes are;nested in .: _

each other in a subgoal or in-order-to type of relationship. In other
....,

Words; to meet he gbal, sub§oals are generated. these tubgoals represent

the,components of the larger solution. Subgoals must be met 4efore their

Jiigher order goal.d)n be met. This embedding relationship' is shown'in
r

figure 1,. . In the embeddecistories, an Initiating Event and Internal

. .

Response lieadkto the formation Of.the highest order story goal. This is

,-

immediately followed by. a' second-Initiating Event and Internal Response

leading to the formation of SubgoiZ 1. This subgoal is .then followed by
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the events- that lead-lothe formation of Subgoal 2. The aecqnd su6goal is / .

.

Accomplished in the Attempt-Consequence sequence. This allows the

,`:Attempt-Consequence of Subgoal 1. The accompUshthen't of Subg6ai 1,allows

the Attempt and accooplishment of the highest Qrder goal of, the story. In
. , .

the Sequential structure, on the other hand, the goals are linetrly

nized. This relationship is also 'shown. in figurel; The accomplishment of

each goal is relatively independent of;the.accomplishment of the following.

goal. Note, hoWever, that the accomplishment of tbe goals of episode 1 and

2 sets up conditions that enable the next episode to occur. Although the

relationship among the goals differs foe the two types of
,
structures, the

I N,
"--

stories were written In a way that maintains semantic equivalency of the

story category information. This semantic equivalence among theigoals of

our stories is shown at the bottom of figure 1.

Ins'ert figure.1 about he4s

, .

We hypathesized several_age-iandskill-related differences in compre-.,

hension of the'two types of goalietstructures. Based on.their,exposure to

varied and more complex social and problem solving situations, we hypothe-
-,,

sized,that older children are lore likely to access a more highly develo6d*
,

goal structure schema to guy0comprehensioh. We `also expected some skill-

.

0.

related differences. It has been posited that more skilled comkehenders

have and /orand/or use prior knowledge to a greater extent ,than their less skilled

peers (Cromer, 1970; Grabe, 1979). Thus, we hypothesized thatiour

tiVely more skilled subje,cts.would be better' able to us'e their general

knowledge about goal structures than our less skilled subjects. Further-

more, we hypothesized that our age-,and sktll-related differences would be-

4

MA,

.4
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greater following listening fo as opposed to reading the stories. Listening
,

.
. .

is an experimenter-paced task and doesn't allow for reinspection of the 4
, .

text as reading does. (Black,'Schwartzv & Lehnert, 1981; Goldman & Varnhagen,

-under review), As a result, listening may require more effici1ent schema

operation to aid in encoding and _comprehension. If younger and.lest skilled
4

childrenare -less efficient schema users, then the processing demands

'involved in the listening task might e expected to affect comprehension.

In order` to investigate these hypotheses, third and fifth grade

children of average and below average reading skill listened tp or read-one

story of each type of goal structure. Thtrty two third and-52 fifth grade

children participated in the'study. Children were classified into'skfll

groups based on their District reading scores: Eight of the third graders

and 28 of the fifth Traders were characteriZed as reading one to two'years

'-below their grade level. T4se children comprised our Less Skilled groups.

The remaining children scored at grade level on the Disti-ict reading tests

and comprised our Average groups. Because of their extreme difficulties in

decoding, all of the Less Skilled thirttgraders listened to the stores.

Approximately half of the children in the iiemaining'groupt'listened to and

half 'read, the each of the two story types. Following listening ,to on

reading each story, the children recalled t'he story and answered "Why?"

questions about the'goal'and attempt-consequence for each of the episodes.

Our analysis of ,these recall measures was somewhat disheartening. We

found no support .for ou typothesis.of listening vs reading differences in-
,

our recall analyses. W ere /also unable to,distinguish4any story struc-,

ture differences in recall_ We did find evidence of both listening-reading.

and'story structure differences in oar "Why ?" question analyses, However.

1
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The recall-data did show age- and skill-related differences: .Average

fifth grade children did have greater'overall reproductive recall of the

stories. They recalled approxiinately 44% of the presented proposiitions.

Both of the Les Skilled. groups and the Average third graders had com-

parable recall, approximately 30-33% of the presented .propositions.
r. A

However, there were no differences among the groups in ternissof any addi-

5

,

tions to the presented story infor'mation. These results indicate a certain

amount of cansistbncy among the recallpnotoco)5 of Less Skilled older

children "and younger, same reading level children. Thus,-it seems-that age

and skill differences are closely related to reading level.

While our recall analyses failed to show the effects of-qructure, the

children's responses to the "Why?" questions.were -sensitive to.these dif-

feren.L.s in some inteAting ways. We used the'children's re sponses to the.
f-

"Why?"'Puestions to infer their representations for the stories. Responses

were scored in, terms of connections between story event

We found essentially four types of relations among the story events.
, e

Theselre tholhn.in figitre 2: (1) Leads-ta links in which the children
.

- 'inOcated that opestory event sets' up the necessary conditions for spc-7!

ForcessWe events. 'eample, rhany( k.childrerl-Andicated that some initiating=
k

, Ti'N, I
event or internal response leads to -or sees up the conditions for the pal

tobe expressed.' (2) 1n-order-to\links in which one goal must be

accomplished in order, for anoth6r goa' to be accomplished. For example,

Subgoal 1 in th'e embedded stories 'must be' accomplished before thelGoal can
-

#. be accomplished.: (3) Accsmplish and-Enable links ire which an action eit4er
4

directly or indirectly accomplishes thel"goal. For example, the attempt of

an episode accomplipes.the 60a1 Of that episode..- (4) Remove links in
16
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. .

which an action, through accomplishing the goal, removes the conditions
.

..

that originally led to goal formation. For example, the attempt-corselkence .

)
,

removes the Initiating Event or emotion that led to the initial goal for-
').

. .

mation. The type and strength of these links, both withinfand across'eRi-
, e. 0

sodes allowed us to'distinguish the ways in which the children represented

the stories.

Insert figure 2 about here, f

-AT] Children responded similarly to the "Why?" questions for the

embedded stories. All children did not, however:, respond similarly for' the

sequential stories.

The embedded story rePresentation is shown in five 2. This is a

combined representation for all children. We see that the chijdreW.s

representation closely. reflects our hypothesized embedded structure for the

stories. Thus, it seeniI that all children recognizedand `used the '44., .

underlying embedded'stnucture to represent the embedded.episodes. Indeed,

/ this schema seems'Io be so Strong that.attempt7consequence events were Much

more likely to be stated as accomplishing thenext higher. order goal in the

story0thn their own within=episode subgoal: Nine percent,of the children'

responded that the Attempt-Consequence to Subgoal 2/accomplishes Subgoal 2

,

but 60% responded across episodes; they also were more likely to associate

the Attehipt-Corisequence to Subgo611 with accomplishing the highest-order

goal.
) , _

.

The embedded representation is also reflected in the 4r1-order-to links
:/.--

between the goal and sqbgoals. ,kubgoal 2 is explained as necessdny_for
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Subgoal'l in-58% of the cases,. Similarly, Subgoal 1 ,is explained the
0

Goal in 65% of the cases.. The Goal, being. the'highest-orqer goal, is
4

generally explained by conditions set up by the Initiating Event .or

Internal Response leading'to §oal formation.

Our hypothesized goal structure for the sequential text ha$ only I

11.

loosely tonnectel episodes. We thus expectedfewer cross-episode'links.

And in general, the sequential story representations do contain fewer

cross-4iso.de links. than the embedded story representations. However, the

sequential representations take on three different forms and within them
.

Were fs. a significant degree'of difference in how the episodes are related.

First consider the representations of the Average fifth graders pho

read the stories. This representation is. found in figure 3. For these

children, the sequential stories consist of three unconnected episodes.

'here are no crops- episode links. This/representation most tlearly

-resembles our hypothesized goal s tructure of the sequential In

additiin,, it clOsely resembles the way adUlts-represent these sequential

stories (cf. Goldman & Varnhagen, 1981).
4

0/.

Insert figure 3 about here

14 contrast, after listening' Average fifth ghaders did nbt represent the

sequential stories as completely separated episbdes. Their r4presentation,

shown in figure 4, reveals that they teQded to connect the second and third

episodes- through weak in-order-to and enable lir. Thus, is appearsthat

following the listening task, some of the Average fifth graders transformed
0

the goal for the second episode into a subgoal for the goal-of the third.

episode.
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Insert figure 4 about here

This tendency to tonnect the sequential:story episodes such that the

separated goals become subgoals for subsequent episodes is even stronger

for the younger and less skilled readers whether they, listened or read.

Both o e.Less Skilled groups andthe.Average third:graders produced
t.

1101

similar representations. Their combined representation is shown in figure

5. .Notice'the cross-episode in-order-to and enable links connecting all .

three episodes. These children's repreienation of the sequential stories

closely resembles their representation of the embedded stories although

.

'there is some attenuation in the extent of episode' linkage. Although in

our hypothesized goal structure of the sequential stories, the goal of one

episode does not serve as a subjoal to the goal of a subsequent episode,

these children represent it as such. -Similarly, the children tend to see

the attempt-consequende of ope epivde as enabljng.the subsequeqt.goal.

Thus, the younger and less skilled children seem to be forcing the sequen-

(
tial stories*into a representation that better fits the goal structure-for

the embedded stories. This is true for,both the experimenter-paced

listening task and the self-paced reading task.

4

Insert figupe 5 'about here

Our embedded-goals schema closely resembles a general problem solving

schema by which,e task it accomplished through completing multiple sub-

tasks. Children develop a general problem solving schema, very early and

I
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,

are presented with many opportunities to use it at school. This may.
V

explain why the embedded. schema seems, to predominate,oier the sequential
k !V

9

schema such that' it is often over-extended. Thus, the yodnger and less

skilled children appeared to force sequential stories into embedded stories

in their 'representations. In addition; the Average fifth graders, when

filac6d with an experimenter-paced listening task of some complexity,
,,,

apparently fell back on their embedded schema to represent the stories in

me ry. When the processing demands are not so great, as in the self -paced
.

r ding task, the older children seemed better able to use'a less accessibleer

sequential schema to represent the sequential story information.

In order to examine the degree of consistency between recall and

answers to the "Why?P questions, we analyzed'reproductive, recall according

to, story-category and episa4g. In a previous study (Goldman & Varnhagen,

1?81), we found a high degree of correspondence between recall and repre7

sentation with.adult subjects. In the present study,'the relationship be-
-,

tWeen reproductive recall and story representatioh was inconsistent across
.

r

episodes- and type of story st cture. In addition, none of the relation-

Aips were as strong as-we had,predicted from our adult findings (Goldman &

Varnhagen, 1981). ThiS lack of clear consistency between recall pnedic-
, f

tions and .children's representations may have to do with what information

lb

lJ

children think is important to includg in their recall. Assuming that

others have a common representation of the story, children may neglect to

mention what they feel is obvious or redundant information. Several of our

studies have supported this nation (e.g., Goldman 1 Varnhagen, lander

review;kpoldman & Varnhagen, 1981), This points out a need to more closely

investigate the relationthip between children's recall and their represen-

tations' in orderAto-discover the nature.of childeen's production rules and

.

as

4
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how they use them in their recall.

In conclusion,. we would like to emphasize that youngerand less skilled,

readers tend to use and overuse a very powerful embedded -goal schema to

represent.and comprehend the stories they are exposed to. Older. .ant more

skilled readers, on the'other hand, appear to be somewhat more'flexible,in .

their schema utilization and tend to represent .storiein a way thatt/pore.

closely resembles, the goal structure of\:the text. Finally, all children,

regardless of their 'age and skill, seem to assume that other people share a
A 1

common story representatioli. As a result, they often ddleteobvious and/or

redundant information from their recall.

4

9
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Eigdre,1"\-Structural representations for the stories.

/

Figure 2. 'Representation for Embedded stories producld by all children.
.4*

Combined across Listening.and Reading;
.

Figure"3.- Representation for Sequential stories produced bl.the Average

/ fifth graders. .Reading.

Figure 4. Representation for Sequential stories prbduced py, the AVerage

)
fifth graders. Listening.

,rftx Figure 5. Representation for Sequential stories'produced by the Less
*

Skilled third and fifth graders and the A rage4third graders.
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G2 4
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Semantic Equivalence among Goals
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IR Internal'Response,4

G Goal

SG Subgoal

A-C Attempt-Consequence

Embedded Sequential Story A / Story 8

Gl Wants bike/ Wants to do Show & Tell
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SG2 G3 Wants job/ Wants crayons
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